Internet for the "Internaut"

In continuation of our endeavor to keep you abreast of the latest in medical and aviation field here are some more interesting and informative web sites. I hope that they will be of use to at least some of you, so happy surfing.

Aviation links:

www.aviationcrashes.com - This web site is a comprehensive site for aviation accidents and was launched in January 2001. It has the details of civil and military aviation accidents and has regular updates on requirements regarding various aircraft safety regulations as given by different regulatory authorities from time to time. The site also has a photo gallery of photographs of various civil and military aircraft accidents and is regularly updated with each new accident. It also has a database and search engine to search for information on crashes.

www.aviationmedicine.com - The site has information on the FAA policies, nutrition and health, a virtual bookstore in addition to medical information. In addition to this one can also have private consultation. This site also has a comprehensive list of aerospace links.

www.banyanaero.com - This is the web site of a company manufacturing first aid medical kits and medical equipment for use is aerospace environment. It carries news and information about medical emergencies. Information about American airline, Delta airlines and United airlines is also present on this site.

www.bestaviationsites.com - A must visit site for all those who are interested in aircraft pictures, video clips, animated pictures, accident video clips and information on any aircraft since man took to the sky till now, as this site is the link site for over 100 aviation sites giving the above information. It also offers a search engine for conducting search on the net or within its own sites.

www.camata.org - This is the web site of Canadian Aerospace Medicine and Aeromedical Transport Association. CAMATA is a national non-profit organization that stands to enhance awareness, and promote training / operational guidelines in aerospace medicine and aeromedical transports. Its objectives are to stimulate study within the field, disseminating knowledge and promoting discussion in the field.

www.namrl.navt.mil - It is the web site of Naval Aerospace Medicine Research Lab, Pensacola, Florida. The lab conducts research and development in aviation medicine and allied sciences with emphasis on research into spatial orientation, human performance, aeromedical standards, and aviation medicine.

Medical Links:

www.emedicine.com - This is an electronic doctor, which provides medical review, articles for health professionals and consumers. It also provides a search engine to browse all consumer and professional journals. The site has separate section dedicated to all the medical branches and covers them quite comprehensively. The journals can be used free - of - charge by the medical community and the general public. Medical professionals can communicate with authors online to send comments and queries.

www.studentdoctor.net - This is the website for all medical students. It offers detailed information on all the specialities in medicine and has links, a search engine book store, premed guide, chat room and host of other services. It also provides e-mail accounts interactive students forums and news searches.

www.medexplorer.com - Is another good site for surfing the net for research and medical information. It provides an alphabetically arranged index for virtually every one associated with medicine. Medical news is also provided on the site.
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